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Web 2.0 represents a new challenge for the ethno-musicology and outlines new
modalities of storing and structuring music archives, counting on the active
participation and interaction of users that become authors and can directly create,
express themselves and communicate.
This paper proposes a distributed framework, based on a multi-agent approach,
aimed at aggregating ethno-music communities for sharing existing archives and other
data, creating new knowledge and improving the access.
& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the last ten years, meaningful advances in the
development of audio technology (24 bit analogue/digital
converters, sampler at 192 kHz, optical carriers-Blu-ray
disc- with 54 GB and magnetic tape storage, e.g. LTO-4,
with 800 GB) and an active experimentation with integrated multimedia systems (using both audio and video
signals) offered new possibilities for the treatment of
audio/video documents. From a technical point of view, it
became possible to enable users to store, navigate and
compare several sound sources at different representation
levels, such as the data needed for the performance (as
scores or oral instructions), the video shooting of the
artistic event and the meta data (as annotations or signs
on the carrier).
In these same years, the Web consolidated its success
and it is proposing a great revolution in the way of sharing
and accessing information [1]: there is growing evidence
of two parallel worlds, the traditional world constituted
by the mostly read-only Web, and the new Web 2.0-based
world, in which each user may become author and share
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his/her documents with a world wide community [2]. Key
concepts of Web 2.0 are knowledge sharing, mass
collaboration, collective intelligence and User-Generated
Content (UGC).
In this innovative context, the ethno-musicology ﬁnds
it difﬁcult to move with the times: actually, numerous,
disseminated private collections and some public and
institutional archives compose ethnic-musical heritage
and the ethno-music communities do not own tools
adequate to sharing existing (or new resources), or to
improve the diffusion and access.
The majority of works regarding the application of
technology in this ﬁeld are related to computer-aided
research ﬁnalized to problems as segmentation and
alignment of music [3], evaluation of music similarity,
scale-perception or analysis of melodic surface structure
[4]. Very few works have been dedicated to the access and
authoring of contents [5], although the exigency of
innovation is emphasized in many works [6] and talks
[7], in which the concept of virtual music community is
indicated as the second revolutionary trend within a new,
emerging ﬁeld for the scholarly inquiry.
Contribute of this work. The contribute of this work is
the proposal of a groundbreaking way to structure and
visualize music archives; it proposes a distributed frame-
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work, based on a multi-agent approach, aimed at
aggregating ethno-music communities for sharing existing archives and other data, creating new knowledge and
improving the access.
Potential users are scholars, musicologists, expert of
ethno-musicology, owners of private documents or
archives, public institutions or, simply, people interested
to share data and knowledge within an ethno-music
community. The framework uses innovative data structures, called zz-structures [8]; it is part of a more complex
project for the fruition of multidimensional documents
[5,9]. Each user becomes author: he/she can add new
information and documents, introduce speciﬁc tags for
them, semantically connect them, retrieve them, sharing
all (or parts) of them with all (or selected) members of the
new virtual community, create social relationships with
other people.
Case study. The context of case study are typical rites of
Sicilian folk culture [10], such as the ladate dei fogghiamari
(chants of the pickers of bitter vegetables) of Caltanissetta
and Strepiti dei Giudei (cries of the Jews) of San Fratello.
The ladate dei fogghiamari has a lamentable intonation:
it has something of the Arab lament, of the liturgical
Byzantine chant and the Gregorian chant of the lamentations of the prophet Jeremiah. The leading actors of the
the Strepiti dei Giudei are the village men folk, who freely
roam the streets playing loudly and menacingly as they
swing a thick chain known as d’scplina. The trumpets, as
the instruments used are generically named, are the main
element in the Jews’ costumes, whereas they are actually
both trumpets and cornets, with or without a tuning slide.
The Strepiti dei Giudei of San Fratello are also known as
Terremoto (Earthquake) or Tremmete (Tremor) or Bbatte
porte (Bang the doors): they imitate the cries and the
havoc that erupted during the seizing of Christ by the
soldiers (the Jews).
Outline. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the general architecture of the distributed
framework; Section 3 discusses the organization of
Knowledge Base, the dynamic updates on it and an
example of interaction between the user and the system;
Section 4 focuses on navigation and the visualization of
dynamic views. Conclusions end the work.

Fig. 1. The distributed framework.

appropriate data structures in order to facilitate accessing
and information retrieving of documents.
The User Layer is composed by the User Proﬁle module,
that records the personal history of the user interaction
with the system, his/her preferences, the list of used tags
and stored documents and his/her concept maps; and the
Social Module, that manages the social network.
The Fruition Layer is composed by the Navigation
Module, that enables users in navigating the Knowledge
Base, proposing graph-based views of it, on social networks and on user concept maps; and, the Authoring
Module, that implements the features users can invoke to
add new multi-dimensional documents, tag and connect
them in opportune structure.
3. Knowledge Base and authoring
Let us suppose that a user uploads a set of documents,
related to the ladate dei fogghiamari, as shown in Fig. 2.
The documents may be, for example, scores, audio
signals represented in time or frequency domains, photos,
videos, transcriptions of different typologies, texts. Also,
let us suppose the user tags each document, using shared
or personal keywords: examples of tags could be the name
of the event (fogghiamari), the typology of ritual (liturgical), the city of the event (caltanisetta), the features of
music (melodic, harmonic), and so on. These data, stored
in the Information Base, are managed by the Knowledge
Base and organized in zz-structures.

2. The framework
3.1. zz-structures
The ethnic music is a part of culture and social life; for
this motive, it is necessary to take trace and manage a
wide set of information (not only the audio documents):
for example, the social event in which the music was
performed, the dancers, the musicians, the musical
instruments, the recording equipment and the scores.
The architecture of our framework contains three
layers, as shown in Fig. 1.
The Storage Layer strongly connects two bases: in the
Information Base, users store different media, such as text,
static images, audio signals, videos, musical transcriptions, audio analysis, etc.; the Knowledge Base organizes
the data contained in the Information Base, deﬁning

Zz-structures represent a new, graph-centric system of
conventions for data and computing presented in
[8,11–13]; they generalize lists, two-dimensional arrays
and trees, and, encoding multiple alternative sub-structures, they also subsume polyarchies and mSpaces. In
particular, in our speciﬁc application ﬁeld, zz-structures
are adequate for supporting the multiplicity and variety of
relations among the data and the need to carry out
searches on attributes, and to introduce new objects and
new runtime relations.
Zz-structures are based on the non-Euclidean multidimensional model [8]; a formal description, based on
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Fig. 2. A set of documents related to the ladate dei fogghiamari.

ranks and four isolated cells, while the dotted dimension
one rank seven isolated cells.

3.2. Populating the Knowledge Base

Fig. 3. An example of zz-structure.

graph theory and multi-agent paradigm, is presented in
Ref. [11].
A zz-structure can be thought of as a space ﬁlled with
cells. Each cell may have a content (such as integers, text,
images, audio, etc.). Cells are connected together with
links of the same colour into linear sequences called
dimensions. A single series of cells connected in the same
dimension is called rank, i.e., a rank is in a particular
dimension. Moreover, a dimension may contain many
parallel ranks. A fundamental restriction is that for any
dimension, a cell can only have one connection in input,
and one in output; this ensures that all paths are nonbranching, and thus embodies the simplest possible
mechanism for traversing links. An example of zzstructure is shown in Fig. 3.
This zz-structure is composed by 12 cells, {C1, y, C12},
connected by three different dimensions, denoted respectively by thick, normal and dotted lines.
In Fig. 4, the same zz-structure of Fig. 3 has been
decomposed in its dimensions, and related ranks.
In particular, the thick dimension contains two parallel
ranks {(C9, C2, C3, C4), (C6, C7, C8)} and ﬁve isolated cells
{C1, C5, C10, C11, C12}, the normal dimension two parallel

Each time a user uploads a new multi-dimensional
document and tags it, this information is added by a
speciﬁc class of agents in the Information Base and
automatically loaded and processed in the Knowledge
Base: the document will represent a new cell, while each
tag will be associated to a dimension, if already it has been
used, and will connect the new document with the others
(tagged with the same tag). If the tag is new, a new
dimension will be created, containing the only added
document.
The grouping of documents in parallel ranks of a same
dimension is generated by specialized queries. For
example, a dimension may be named fogghiamari, and a
specialization of this dimension may be the year in which
the event happened (2008, 2007, and so on).
Another interesting example is the organization of the
set of copies, versions or variants, originated by the same
analogical document (such as the new versions generated,
for example, by a re-mastering process, or by speciﬁc
restorations). In this situation, a user can annotate the
different copies, using parallel ranks of same dimensions:
the information is so structured in knowledge, and
management, comparison and retrieval processes related
to different digital copies are simpliﬁed.
Users can choose to manually create new ranks and
dimensions, specifying the set of documents and a
common tag. Several ordering of cells coexist in a natural
way; the introduction of new tags (=dimension) enriches
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Fig. 4. Dimensions and ranks related to Fig. 3.

the system and enables a more signiﬁcant navigation on
the resources.
4. Navigation and authoring
The multilevel organization and the use of computational agents provide new possibilities for accessing sound
documents. The users may choose the dimensions, in
which they can make comparisons among the sources,
using simple controls (gesture, pressing buttons or vocal
devices) carried out on the selected input device. In this
way, they can compare the audio signals (in time and/or
frequency domain) of different sources with corresponding metadata, without interrupting the sound performance. The use of agents permits the virtual
decomposition of the sources in their physical segments,
the visualization of different versions, a partially automated analysis and the comparison.
4.1. Views on zz-structures
An meaningful contribute of zz-structures is the fact
that they enable users to simplify their interaction with
information, presenting both pieces of information and
connections among them; in this way, users have the
opportunity to access information from multiple perspectives and a variety of contexts.
The visualization of contexts and connections can be
presented to the users using different methodologies and
deﬁning opportune views.
A view is a way of placing the cells on a screen. Generic
views are designed to be used in a big variety of cases and
usually show only few dimensions or few steps in each
dimension.
Among them the most common are the rectangular
views on two dimensions: the cells are placed on a
Cartesian plane where the dimensions increase going
down and to the right. Obviously some cells will not ﬁt in
these two dimensions and will have to be omitted. A cell is
chosen and placed at the centre of the plane (cursor
centric view); it assumes the role of focus. Moving the
cursor horizontally and vertically enables the user to

Fig. 5. A H-view related to zz-structure of Figs. 3–4.

select a new cell as focus. In a row I-view, a rank is chosen
and placed vertically. Then the ranks related to the cells in
the vertical rank are placed horizontally. Vice versa, in the
column H-view, a rank is chosen and placed horizontally
and the related ranks are placed vertically. Different
numbers denotes all the cells.
An example of H-view related to zz-structure of Figs. 3
and 4 is shown in Fig. 5.
This view has size 5  5, and the central cell C3 as
focus. In the bottom-left corner of the Fig. 5 are explicitly
indicated the dimensions on vertical (thick) and horizontal (normal) axes. Note that the same cells may appear in
different positions as they may represent the intersection
of different dimensions.
Interested readers will ﬁnd a deeper discussion about
the views for zz-structures in Ref. [11].

4.2. Visualizing dynamic views
A H-view related to the Strepiti dei Giudei of San
Fratello event is shown in Fig. 6.
The view proposes, horizontally, the dimension event,
constituted by parallel ranks containing heterogeneous
information related to each event and including, following
Fig. 6, from left to right, musical instruments, dancers,
videos, audio represented in time and frequency domains,
but also year, textual descriptions, musicians, photos and
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Fig. 6. A H-view related to the Strepiti dei Giudei of San Fratello.

so on. Vertical connections represent the related dimensions. The focus of view occupies the central position, and
its selection highlights it, making it an active entity.
Selecting the arrow in the bottom-right corner of the focus
cell, a menu will show a set of selectable functionalities
related to navigation (e.g., choice of visualization style–visible dimensions, size of view, personalization of view,
etc.), to access and to authoring tool. The selection of a
cell, different from the current focus, entails the visualization of a new view (of same size, style and on the same
dimensions) in which the selected cell will occupy the
central position of focus. Finally, clicking on one of the
hidden cells (all that are shown in Fig. 6 with two grey
borders) involves the shift of view in the selected
direction.
All of the described operations are carried out from the
agent present in the Fruition Layer, in collaboration with
the agent of the Storage layer.

5. Conclusions
The goal of the integration between traditional music
archives and Web 2.0 philosophy is not just to have fast
access to information over distributed networks, but to
have the capacity of creating new digital communities and
resources, interrogating data and forming hypotheses
about their meaning and wider contexts. This paper
presented a contribute in this direction, proposing an
original model for creating, accessing and authoring
multi-dimensional documents, aggregating data and
persons in a new, virtual, ethno-music community.
Currently I am working on the role and the use of tags,
in order to face some open issues (such as the problem of
consistency of tags in Web 2.0 environments), and suggest
customized use of tags and folksonomies in the ﬁeld of

ethno-musicology, applying the theory related to recommending and adaptive systems.
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